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ABSTRACT The relentless pace of transistor miniaturization has enabled developers to continuously
increase chip complexity since the beginning of the information age. However, as transistors get smaller
and chips become larger, the cost of manufacturing ICs becomes increasingly prohibitive. As Moore’s
Law is coming to an end, industry and academia have been exploring new paradigms to keep up with
the ever-increasing demand for performance and functionality while dealing with the constraints of power
consumption, area, and yield constraints. In this context, 3DICs are considered the future of the IC industry as
they enable designers to fulfill both the “More Moore” and the “More than Moore” paradigm. A key feature
of the 3DIC is that it can be manufactured by assembling multiple chiplets. Chiplets are single-purpose
dies that must be assembled with other chiplets to form a complete system. Researchers and industry leaders
believe that a chiplet market will form and that products with off-the-shelf chiplets will emerge. This scenario
offers many economic opportunities. However, it also raises concerns regarding the security and trust (S&T)
of chiplet-based designs. Malicious chiplets, Hardware trojans, and chiplet intellectual property theft are
threats that must be addressed as the industry moves towards the “chiplet age". In this survey, we introduce
the different types of 3DICs and their production chain. We then define the threats that threaten the different
steps of the 3DIC manufacturing process. Finally, we present and discuss the state of the art in hardware
S&T techniques for chiplet-based 3DICs.

INDEX TERMS 2.5DIC, 3D Integration, 3DIC, Chiplet, Interposer, Hardware Security, Hardware Trojan
(HT), Hardware Trust, Malicious Chiplet, Untrusted Chiplet

I. INTRODUCTION

Since 1965, when Gordon Moore stated that the number of
transistors in an integrated circuit (IC) would double every
18 months, the miniaturization of transistors has been the
main driving force behind the improvement of performance,
power consumption and area (PPA) in ICs. This phenomenon
is known as Moore’s Law [1]. However, as technology nodes
approach the 5nm mark, experts affirm that Moore’s Law is
nearing its limits [2]. The ever-increasing challenges associ-
ated with advanced technology nodes (such as pitch scaling,
routing congestion and process variations) and the need to
further improve PPA have prompted industry and academia to
look for alternatives to miniaturization. This trend is known
as More Moore [3]. At the same time, designers are also con-
sidering more disruptive ways to increase the functionality
of ICs. The integration of digital and analog circuits in a

single die and the use of different materials, such as organic
substrates, are two examples of techniques that can improve
functionality beyond miniaturization. This is referred to as
”More than Moore [4].

In this context, 2.5D and 3D heterogeneous integration
emerge as an alternative way to improve functionality and
performance. These technologies are the natural evolution of
traditional System-On-Chip (SoC) manufacturing. While a
traditional SoC contains only one transistor layer, 2.5D and
3D ICs aremanufactured by assemblingmultiple dies in an in-
terposer (2.5D) or in a stack (3D). Large 2D SoC designs can
be disaggregated into smaller circuits and manufactured as
specific function dies called chiplets, which can be assembled
into a multidie system. This method allows better flexibility
and optimization for designers, as each design function can
be manufactured in the optimal technology and assembled in
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a package instead of a printed circuit board (PCB) [5].
The chiplet paradigm also creates economic opportunities.

As 2.5D and 3D ICs become more popular, researchers and
industry leaders expect a chiplet market to emerge. Designers
will be able to build 2.5D and 3D ICs leveraging of-the-shelf
chiplets, reducing the time- to- market, manufacturing time
and development cost. This scenario raises several concerns
regarding the hardware security and trust (S&T) of chiplet-
based systems.

Due to the increased number of actors involved in the
production of a chiplet-based IC, a chiplet-based production
chain would also create opportunities for malicious users
to jeopardize the integrity of the multidie SoC. Malicious
chiplets with hidden functionality may pollute the chiplet
market and hardware trojans may be more difficult to prevent.
In addition, intellectual property (IP) theft may become more
appealing to adversaries in a chiplet-based production chain
than it is in the traditional 2D SoC production chain.

The goal of this survey is to discuss the S&T aspects
of the emergin chiplet-based IC industry. It highlights the
S&T threats arising from the transition to chiplet-based ICs
and presents various 2.5D- and 3D-specific countermeasures
that have been documented in the literature. In addition,
this survey discusses the research landscape in 2.5D and 3D
hardware S&T, highlighting its importance, especially as the
industry moves towards a chiplet-based production chain. In
doing so, it emphasizes the need for continued exploration
and innovation in this area to ensure the S&T of future chiplet-
based hardware systems.

The rest of this work is organized as follows: We first
introduce the 2.5D and 3D integration technologies in Section
II. Next, we present the chiplet paradigm and an overview of
the possible production chain for a chiplet-based IC in Section
III, and how the integrity of such ICs can be threatened by
an attacker placed at different phases of the manufacturing
process in Section IV. We also explore how an attacker may
retrieve secret information about the 3DIC during fabrication,
thus infringing on the IP. In Section V, we present the state-
of-the-art countermeasures for protecting both the integrity
and IP of 3DICs. Lastly, we discuss the research space on
3DIC hardware S&T in Section VI and conclude our work on
Section VII

II. 2.5D AND 3D HETEROGENEOUS INTEGRATION
Historically, SoCs have been composed of only one layer of
transistor logic. This means that there used to be only two
ways for SoCs to expand: increasing the density of transistors
on the die or increasing the area of the die. A natural evolution
made possible by advances in IC manufacturing capabilities
is to have multiple layers of transistor logic on the same
SoC. There are different manufacturing techniques to inte-
grate multiple transistor layers into the same package: 2.5D
heterogeneous integration, 3D heterogeneous integration, and
3D monolithic integration, as illustrated in Fig 1. In the 2.5D
scheme, multiple dies are assembled in an interconnect die
called Interposer. In the stacked 3D scheme, multiple dies are

stacked vertically on the same package. Finally, in the mono-
lithic 3D (M3D) scheme, multiple layers of transistors are
manufactured on the same wafer in an advanced sequential
manufacturing process. In this survey, we are interested in
the S&T implications of building integrated systems through
the assembling of multiple dies. Therefore, M3D ICs, which
are based on a single manufacturing step as classical SoCs,
are considered out-of-scope of this work. In the remainder of
this survey, we refer to stacked 3DICs and interposed-based
2.5DICs as 3DICs, and the distinction is only made when
necessary.
At the foundation of 3DIC design is the concept of chip

disaggregation. It refers to a process in which designs are
disaggregated into smaller circuits called chiplets. Chiplets
are defined as IC dies with specific functions that are designed
to be assembled with other chiplets to form a 3DIC. Chiplets
are manufactured through their own manufacturing processes
and assembled via 2.5D or 3D integration [6]. This approach
contrasts with traditional 2D SoC development where each
IP block of an SoC design is implemented on the same mono-
lithic die. The benefits of chiplet-based systems are discussed
in Chapter III.
Although chiplets are just emerging as a trend, their ap-

plication in the industry has already started, marking an
early adoption of this technology. Intel is making chiplets
and heterogeneous integration its focus for future manufac-
turing strategy with products like Foveros already on the
market [7]. AMD has already launched several generations
of chiplet-based consumer products, such as the recent AMD
Ryzen Series iterations with 3DV-Cache chiplet [8]. Apple
has switched from Intel to its in-house chiplet-based proces-
sor across all its personal and professional computers [9].
Tesla has developed its in-house supercomputer for machine
learning with chiplets [10]. Biren Technology launched its
dual die chiplet-based general-purpose GPU [11]. Although
these examples do not leverage the decentralized production
chain that chiplets allow, initiatives are being developed to
enable the emergence of an open chiplet ecosystem. TheOpen
Compute Project Foundation (OCP) and JEDEC started a col-
laboration to develop standard models for the documentation
and sharing of thermal, physical, mechanical, IP, behavioral,
and power information between chiplet vendors and designers
[12]. This work in progress has been considered one of the
foundations for the upcoming chiplet ecosystem [13].
In the remainder of this chapter, we present details of both

2.5D and 3D heterogeneous integration techniques.

A. 2.5D HETEROGENEOUS INTEGRATION
The 2.5DIC assembly scheme is characterized by the use
of an interposer to integrate multiple dies. This scheme is
the miniaturization of the approach of assembling chips on
a PCB. However, performing the assembling at the diel evel
allows for better performance due to higher interconnect
density and lower power consumption. The interposer can be
composed by only interconnection metal layers (passive) or
also implement some simple computing logic (active) [14].
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FIGURE 1. The flavors of 3DIC; (a) A chip composed of two chiplets assembled in an interposer; (b) A chip composed of two chiplets assembled in a
stack; (c) A chip composed of one monolithic multilayer die.

Active interposers can incorporate several features that fa-
cilitate the integration of chiplets, such as signal condition-
ing, protocol conversion, error correction, DFT functions and
power management [15], [16]. What distinguishes an active
interposer-based assembly from a stacked 3D assembly is that
the main purpose of the interposer is limited to the system
infrastructure and interconnections.

Chiplets assembled in an interposer can be manufactured
using different manufacturing processes. Chiplet stacks can
also be assembled in the interposer. The assembly scheme
where stacks are integrated on the interposer is referred to as
5.5D (the addition of 2.5D and 3D). The 2.5DIC manufactur-
ing process is different depending on the type of interposer.
Passive interposers are manufactured by foundries using the
BEOL process, as they do not contain active FEOL elements.
Active interposers, on the other hand, are manufactured in a
similar way to a traditional die and undergo both FEOL and
BEOL processes. In this case, the active logic must be kept at
a minimum to prevent yield deterioration [17].

Currently, 3DIC manufacturing is a vertical process and
multiple steps of the manufacturing process are performed
by the foundry, including the assembly of the dies on the
interposer. However, it is expected that outsourced semicon-
ductor assembly and testing (OSAT) facilities will develop
the necessary infrastructure to provide this service. Pre-bond
testing of the interposer is still difficult due to multiple rea-
sons [18]. However, pre-bond testing of interposers is critical
to minimize the yield loss from stacking Know Good Dies
(KGD) on defective interposers [19].

B. 3D HETEROGENEOUS INTEGRATION
Stacked 3DIC is the assemble scheme that gives the name to
the umbrella term 3DIC. As the name suggests, it is composed
by the stacking of multiple dies. The connection between
the dies is made by microstructures such as the Trough-
Silicon Vias (TSV). The TSV is an electrical connection that
traverses the silicon layer. This technology allows stacked
dies to connect with each other, or with the bumps, depending
on the manufacturing process. There are different methods

for stacking the dies: Wafer-to-Wafer (W2W), Die-to-Wafer
(D2W), and Die-to-Die (D2D).
TheW2F, D2W, and D2D assembly methods are illustrated

in Fig 2. In the W2W process, two wafers are stacked directly
and the stacked dies are extracted from the stacked wafers.
This technique offers fast assembly throughput but requires
the dies on each wafer to have the same footprint [20]. Be-
cause the stacking process is performed at the wafer level, it is
not possible to avoid stacking a good die with a defective die.
On D2W an individual die is extracted from one wafer and it
is assembled on another die in a wafer. This method solves the
problem of stacking good dies with defective dies, resulting
in a better yield than W2W. It also enables the integration of
two different sizes dies [21]. D2D is the most expensive and
versatile assembly process. It enables the individual testing
of both dies, as well as the integration of different-sized dies
and the stacking of multiple dies. It is also the only method in
which the assembly process can be carried out by an external
assembler [22].
Different bonding styles can be applied with regard to

the direction in which the dies are connected: Face-to-Back
(F2B), Face-to-Face (F2F), and Back-to-Back (B2B). "Face"
and "Back" refer to one of the sides of the die. The face
side contains the metal layers, while the back side is the
passive silicon layer. In the F2F style, metal vias are used
to connect both layers. The area and parasitic of a metal
via are much smaller than in TSV. As a result, the signal
delay is reduced, and Place and Route (P&R) is easier when
compared with F2B and B2B, where TSV is used to connect
the dies. However, this style only allows the stacking of two
dies without mixing bonding techniques. In both the F2B
and B2B techniques, the interconnection between the dies is
made via TSVs. However, the former allows the stacking of
multiple dies using fewer TSVs than B2B [23].
Finally, there are three options for the placement of the

TSV on the stacked 3DIC manufacturing process: via-first,
via-middle, and via-last. In the via-first scheme, TSVs are
manufactured before the Front-End-Of-Line (FEOL) steps
[24]. Via-middle TSVs are fabricated between the FEOL
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FIGURE 2. The image illustrates the Wafer-to-Wafer, Die-to-Wafer, and Die-to-Die assembly methods; In the Wafer-to-Wafer the blue wafer is
bonded on the green wafer and the 3DIC is diced from the blue and green wafer stack; In the Die-to-Wafer the chiplets are diced from the blue wafer
and bonded on the green wafer. The 3DIC is then diced from the green wafer with blue dies; In the Die-to-Die, the dies are diced from the blue and
from the green wafer. The dies are then bonded together to form the 3DIC.

steps and the Back-End-Of-Line (BEOL), which inserts the
metal layers. Finally, via-last TSVs are manufactured after
the BEOL process. Via-last TSVs can be manufactured by an
external packaging facility [22]. The via-middle scheme is the
most popular scheme for stacked 3DICS and interposer-based
ICs [25].

The assembly and testing of stacked 3DICs is performed by
the foundry, but could also be performed by the OSATs in the
future. The testing process of stacked dies is difficulted by the
fact that the dies may not have access to the package pinout.
The IEEE 1838 DFT standard [26] intends to solve this prob-
lem. The standard defines the infrastructure for testing dies
before and after stacking. Compliant dies have the necessary
infrastructure for standalone pre-bond testing. After stacking,
the DFT of each compliant die forms a DFT network that can
be controlled by the "master" die.

C. DISCUSSION: 2.5D, 3D AND CHIPLETS
2.5D and 3D technologies do not compete for the best option
for assembling chiplets. 2.5D technology is considered a good
tradeoff between the benefits of 3D integration and its man-
ufacturing cost and complexity. Interposer-based products
have been on the market for over a decade. Xilinx launched
the first interposer-based FPGA using TSMC technology in
2012 [27]. Additionally, different 2.5DICs reached the mar-
ket in recent years. Interposer manufacturers such as TSMC
already offer various interposer options for their customers
[28] and researchers are already working on new disruptive
interposer technologies such as glass interposers for high-
frequency applications [29], [30].

At the same time, stacked 3DICs also gain traction. The

recently introduced AMD Zen processor with 3D V-Cache is
a state-of-the-art consumer CPU that takes full advantage of
3D integration by assembling logic and memory in a stack
[8]. Companies specialized in stacking CMOS image sensors
with computing logic may expand their capabilities to offer
low-cost logicon-logic ormemory-on-logic stacking. AsD2D
stacking becomes less expansive, it will gain traction, as it
offers great design flexibility and allows stacks of more than
two dies as well as stacks of dies of different sizes. Finally,
many scientists and industry leaders believe that chiplets are
at the center of this paradigm shift, and we anticipate that the
combination of 2.5D and 3D (sometimes called 5.5D) will be
the best platform for designers in the chiplet era.

III. CHIPLETS AND CHIPLET-BASED PRODUCTION CHAIN
It has been reported for decades that Moore’s law is reach-
ing its limits [2]. The miniaturization approach for PPA im-
provement is becoming increasingly and continuously more
expensive [31]–[33].When Gordon E.Moore predicted that it
would be possible to cram as many components into a single
die as it is today, he also foresaw the complexity and cost
of developing and manufacturing such ICs. Accordingly, he
also stated that building large systems from smaller functions
might be the more sustainable approach [1]. Academics and
industry leaders have advocated 3DICs as the solution that
would allow developers to meet both "More Moore" and
"More-than-Moore" trends simultaneously.
In the remainder of this Section, we discuss the aspects

of the chiplet paradigm that are driving the industry to shift
to a decentralized, chiplet-based production chain. Next, we
elaborate on what a chiplet-based production chain could
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look like and highlight the S&T threats that could threaten
a decentralized production chain.

A. BENEFITS OF CHIPLETS
Many works in the literature have discussed the benefit of
multi-die designs. Here we highlight the economic, func-
tional, die interconnection, power, and area benefits.

Economic benefits. The manufacturing of large dies re-
sults in lower yield per wafer, as the probability of manufac-
turing defects correlates with die size. Therefore, smaller dies
(i.e. chiplets) have a lower cost per KGD, which increases
the yield [34]. Disaggregation also enables the reuse and
commercialization of chiplets as commodity hardware, which
shortens the development time and thus the time-to-market
[35]. Finally, the heterogeneous integration of chiplets using
different technology nodes enables flexibility in terms of
design cost [36]. In [35], the authors developed a quantitative
cost model and concluded that the closer the manufacturing
technology is to Moore’s limit, the more the system benefits
from a chiplet-based approach.

Functional benefits. The design flexibility made possible
by heterogeneous integration also has a positive impact on
the overall functionality of the design. Chiplets with different
functions can leverage the most suitable technology node. For
example, logic and memory circuits require manufacturing
processes that are optimized for transistor density, current
leakage, and speed. On the other hand, I/O ICs work better
on a technology optimized for high voltages [36]. with 3DIC,
designers can avoid technological compromises and build an
optimal system.

Die interconnection benefits. In addition to the flexibility
offered by heterogeneous integration, 3DICs also have ben-
efits in terms of bandwidth. By assembling multiple dies in
a 3DIC, the connection between the dies can be made via
on-chip connections (faster) instead of off-chip connections
(slower). This is important for High-Performance Computing
(HPC), where the demand for high performance requires
a large number of compute units and fast memory access
[37]. Given the ever-increasing demand for performance in
everyday computing tasks, it is reasonable to imagine that this
characteristic will also be important in consumer products.

Power and Area benefits. The assemblage of dies in a 3D
stack or in an interposer helps to keep data "on-chip", which
can reduce power consumption by two orders of magnitude
[38]. Stacking dies in 3D allows designers to keep pushing
transistor densification for applications constrained by foot-
print and height, as vertical stacking offers a smaller foot-
print than multi-package assemblies [39]. Augmented Reality
(AR), Internet of Things (IoT), and other mobile applications
can benefit from the power and footprint advantages provided
by 3DICs [40], as these types of applications are heavily
implicated by power and area constraints.

B. 3DIC PRODUCTION CHAIN
As 2.5D and 3D heterogeneous integration technologies ma-
tures, we expect the industry to shift to a chiplet-based pro-

duction chain. This envisaged production chain would differ
from the current IC production chain in several ways and
would require a different approach to design, manufacturing,
assembly and testing. This transition would also introduce
new S&T risks as new manufacturing processes will be re-
quired and new actors will be involved in the production
chain.
In Fig 3, we present a hypothetical 3DIC production chain,

as well as the S&T risks present at each step of the man-
ufacturing process. In this example, two stacked 3DICs are
assembled on an active interposer. The left side of the im-
age illustrates the manufacturing process of the first stacked
3DIC. A fabless design house commissions the manufacture
of each die to a different foundry. An OSAT then assembles
the dies in a stack. The manufacturing of the second stack can
be seen on the right side of the image. The process is similar,
but this time, a fabless design house commissions a foundry
to manufacture a die and buys a second commodity die from a
chiplet vendor. The stacking process is also carried out by an
OSAT. Finally, the two stacks are assembled on an interposer.
A good analogy for this new scenario would be the current

motherboard-based systems market. A motherboard is a PCB
that holds the various electronic components (chips) of a sys-
tem and enables communication between them. It is standard
practice for consumer electronics, where it is common for
a system to consist of a motherboard, CPU, GPU, memory,
controllers, etc. manufactured by different companies. The
miniaturization of this scheme would be a chiplet-based IC
with an interconnect layer acting as the motherboard, and
chiplets acting as individual chips.
This industrial shift requires a revision of hardware S&T

understandings, as well as the investigation of possible new
security threats. The next Section discusses the S&T threats
and defines attacker models against a chiplet-based produc-
tion chain.

IV. SECURITY & TRUST THREATS AND ATTACKER MODEL
This Section presents the S&T threats that must be resolved to
enable a trustworthy transition to the chiplet-based paradigm.
The threats can be divided into two main categories: against
the hardware integrity and against the IP of the chiplet. Fig
3 illustrates a possible 3DIC production chain and the threats
menacing each step of the production chain. It is important to
emphasise that some threats can affect both 2D and chiplet-
based 3D designs. However, this overview will focus on the
particularities brought by the chiplet paradigm and how it
changes our understanding of hardware S&T in these cases.
Threats unrelated to chiplets and 3D integration are consid-
ered out-of-scope of this survey.

A. HARDWARE INTEGRITY
The integrity of a 3DIC can be defined as the certainty that
the system is, in its completeness, intact as measured against
its original specification. In this study, we are interested in the
following threats to hardware integrity: hardware trojans and
malicious chiplets. The difference between the two threats is
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FIGURE 3. Example of a possible 3DIC production chain. Two stacked 3DICs are manufactured. The first is designed by a fabless design house. Each
die is manufactured in a different foundry. Dies are stacked forming the 3DIC by an OSAT. The second is designed by a fabless design house. The die
is manufactured by a commissioned foundry. The die is stacked with a commodity chiplet by an OSAT. Both stacked 3DICs are assembled on an
interposer; The S&T threats present in each step are illustrated.

their origin. Hardware trojans are inserted into the design by
an attacker during any design and manufacturing step, while
malicious chiplets are originally designed with hidden func-
tionalities with the intention of creating malicious behavior.

Hardware trojans (HT) are unauthorized, malicious in-
clusions to a hardware design with the aim of compromising
its security or causing it to malfunction. They can be designed
to trigger specific actions when a certain condition is met, or
they can remain inactive until activated by a trigger. Some
HTs are activated by a rare internal state of the system, while
others can be activated by an environmental condition, such
as temperature or electromagnetic radiation [41], [42].

HT insertion is a threat that affects both 2D and 3D ICs.
Researchers have demonstrated that inserting a hard-to-detect
hardware trojan is possible [43]. However, the topic of HT
insertion is more present in the academia than in the industry,
and there are only a few actual cases that have been publicly
reported.We interpret this fact tomean that critical ICs (which
might be targeted by an attacker) are actually manufactured
by trusted entities. Because monolithic 2D dies are manufac-
tured by a single foundry (FEOL and BEOL), there are not
many entry points for HT insertions for attackers. It would
also be easy to trace where in the manufacturing process the
HT originated, which would damage the foundry’s reputa-
tion. Chiplets could change this scenario. If a 3DIC is built
using chiplets, the attacker could be located at any of the
chiplets manufacturers. This scenario would be similar to that
of PCBs. In [44], the authors report that a small microchip
was illegally inserted into Supermicro’s server motherboards.
The infected products ended up on the servers of banks,

government entities, and big corporations. Like chips on a
PCB, chiplets from different manufacturers can be assembled
in an interposer or stack. This means that every chiplet on the
system and the interposer can be a gateway for the attacker. A
deep-dive onHT techniques, types of payloads, and activation
mechanisms can be found on [45], [46].
HT can infect 3DICs during different stages of 3DIC fab-

rication. The manufacturing process varies greatly depending
on the type of 3DIC in question. For the sake of simplicity,
this work will decouple it into three main steps: Design,
Fabrication and Assembly.
The system design includes the development of chiplets

and their integration with off-the-shelf chiplets. An attacker
directly involved in the design could easily introduce a HT
that would be very difficult to detect. However, it is con-
ventional to assume that the team responsible for the system
design is trustworthy. An attacker who is not directly involved
in the design could still compromise the integrity of the
system by retrieving sensitive information about the system
and working in collusion with attackers in other stages of
manufacturing.
In the fabrication phase, the dies are produced for later

assembly. This process consists of a series of steps that may
vary depending on the technology node and type of advanced
packaging. In this paper, the fabrication phase is defined
as the phase in which the chips are fabricated to be later
stacked during the assembly process. In the case of a fabless
design house, fabrication can be outsourced to an untrusted
foundry. The design house provides the layout in a Graphic
Data System II (GDSII) file, which describes the position,
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size and shape of the transistors as well as the connections and
other circuit elements. The attacker in the untrusted foundry
possesses the means to modify the layout directly to include
the HT [47]–[52].

Assembly is the step in the production chain in which
the individual chips are stacked together to form the 3DIC.
This step varies greatly depending on the advanced packaging
technology, as there are several methods for interconnecting
the chiplets. This is a sensitive step in the manufacturing of
3DICs in terms of protection against HTs, as the attacker has
various ways of inserting malicious circuitry into the system.
The HT can be included in the form of an additional chiplet
on the interposer or an entire layer on the 3D stack [53], [54].
3DICs are vulnerable to some unique HT attacks. In TSV-
based 3DICs, the TSVs can be used to hide the trigger or
payload of an HT [49], [50]. Similarly, 2.5DICs can have their
interposer targeted for the inclusion of such threats [49].

Malicious chiplet is a chiplet that contains undisclosed
logic designed to act as an adversary within the 3DIC.
Chiplets are function-specific circuits that can come in the
form of any commodity circuitry, such as microproces-
sors, memories, crypto-engines, etc. The use of off-the-shelf
chiplets brings many advantages for the production of ICs.
However, it also represents a major vulnerability to malicious
attacks. The chiplet designer has full control over the chiplet
design and could add complex functions on the chiplet that
are difficult to detect.

It is difficult to precisely define all the ways in which a
malicious chiplet can act against the integrity of a system,
since a chiplet can contain virtually any type of additional
functionality. However, researchers have focused on the mis-
behaviour of chiplets against data transmitted over shared
buses [55], [56]. The presence of untrusted chiplets on a
shared bus can pose a threat to integrity as they can modify or
divert data transmitted on the bus. The first case refers to a sit-
uation where a chiplet intercepts and alters data that is legally
exchanged between other chiplets on a shared bus. The second
case refers to a situation in which a chiplet reroutes data that is
legally exchanged on a shared bus to another chiplet. Chiplets
can also passively read data intended for other chiplets on a
shared bus, which is referred to as snooping. Finally, chiplets
can disguise themselves as other chiplets to gain access to data
or services, which is called spoofing. As will be discussed
later in this study, the risks of using untrusted chiplets also
extend also to the preservation of the IP of the rest of the
design.

Initiatives such as DARPA’s Common Heterogeneous In-
tegration and Intellectual Property Reuse Strategies (CHIPS)
aim to enable and promote a more modular design flow and
establish standards for the easy integration of such compo-
nents [57]. This plug-and-play strategy reduces cost and time-
to-market, but increases the risk of a malicious chiplet being
integrated due to the lack of verification and hardware S&T
solutions for secure chiplet integration. Developing ways to
ensure the integrity of 3DICs is an important step towards
this new paradigm in the semiconductor industry. HTs are

a threat that can affect not only 3DICs, but any type of
chip. However, the more decentralized supply chain allowed
and incentivized by the economics associated with 3DICs
creates more opportunities for an adversary to infect the chip
with such malicious inclusions. Additionally, 3D integration
enables miniaturization of the motherboard and chip schema
in the form of interconnects and chiplets. In this scenario,
chiplets could be bought on the market without any guarantee
that they are trustworthy, jeopardizing the trustworthiness of
the entire system.

B. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
In the context of hardware design, IP defines designs owned
by a company and the legal right to use these designs. It is
common practice for companies to sell and license the use of
their IP. In the chiplet-based IC industry, where chiplet reuse
will not only be possible but also encouraged, the protection
of chiplet IP becomes essential to this business model. IP theft
is a known issue for 2D SoCs and the transition to a chiplet-
based production chain could create new opportunities for
attackers.
If an attacker were to steal the design of a state-of-the-

art 2D SoC, it would be relatively easy to track its sale on
the gray market. A large 2D SoC has a number of features
that would allow the stolen company to identify its prod-
uct on the gray market. In addition, the buyer could also
notice that the product is similar to the original but comes
from a different source. However, in a decentralized chiplet-
based production chain, where a modern 3DIC consists of
multiple chiplets, an adversary could steal the design of one
of the many chiplets. It would be easier to sell a generic
chiplet on the gray market than a large 2D SoC. It can be
assumed that several sources would sell generic function-
specific chiplets. Therefore, the theft would masquerade as
another genuine source. In this case, the buyer would be a
victim of the untrusted chiplet threat model. Large 2D SoCs,
on the other hand, are manufactured by fewer companies and
have a more distinctive set of features than a generic chiplet.
In this case, a large 2D SoC sold by an unreputed source
would be suspicious. It is also reasonable to assume that
state-of-the-art 2D SoC designs with important design secrets
would be manufactured by the few state-of-the-art foundries
that have a good reputation in the market. Furthermore, the
monolithic aspect of 2D SoCs requires the entire design to
be manufactured in the same manufacturing process. Chiplet-
based ICs, however, can be manufactured heterogeneously.
To save costs, parts of the design that are not performance-
oriented can be outsourced to less reputable foundries. This
work highlights the vulnerability of IP theft through reverse
engineering during the 3DIC production chain and through
overproduction.
Reverse engineering is a process in which a system is

analyzed to reveal the details of its functioning [58]. Similar
to the inclusion of HTs, the infringement of IP can occur at
different stages of the IC lifecycle.
Reverse engineering during the design phase does not
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usually concern researchers, as most works that explore the
security aspects of the IC production chain are written from
the perspective of the designers who own the IP and try to
protect it during manufacturing, assembly, testing, and in the
field. Therefore, the design phase is often considered secure.
However, the IP can still be compromised during the design
phase by an observer working in collusion with another at-
tacker in a different part of the production chain. The observer
can gather information that would help the attacker reverse
engineer the system.

Reverse engineering during fabrication is a threat that
must be addressed as the outsourcing of chiplet manufac-
turing will be a common practice due to the ever-increasing
complexity and cost of semiconductor manufacturing. During
the fabrication phase, the foundry has access to the GDSII that
describes the design.Without the use of techniques that would
make this more difficult, a skilled attacker can use advanced
reverse engineering techniques to retrieve the complete netlist
of the system [59].

Reverse engineering during testing also poses a major
risk to the IP. An attacker in the test facility would have
complete access to the system in a black box fashion. They
can excite the functional inputs of the system and observe
the outputs to deduce the internal architecture of the system.
In addition, the attacker would also have access to the DFT
structure. DFT is defined as the hardware structure and its
utilisation protocol that enable efficient testing of the design
after fabrication. Fig 4 (a) shows a circuit with some flip-flops
connected to the input/output of the design. In this case, it
would be easy to write values to these flip-flops to stimulate
the combinational circuit and read the result at the output
flip-flop. However, there are flip-flops that are not directly
accessible via an input/output pin. Their values at a given time
would not be known, so it would be difficult to determine the
exact cause in the event of a malfunction. Fig 4 (b) shows
the implementation of a full scan chain. In the full scan DFT
architecture, the flip-flops are replaced by scan flip-flops and
connected in series. In this way, all flip-flops are accessible
via a serial input/output. The usefulness of DFT structures
also poses a risk to the IP. The attacker can use hand-crafted
test vectors to stimulate the circuit in a way that can expose
its internal architecture, unlock keys or cryptographic keys
[60], [61]. Contrary to past beliefs, it has been shown that
complex DFT structures do not protect against scan attacks
[62]. Furthermore, in collusion with an observer in other
phases of IC production, this task may becomemore efficient.

The IEEE 1838 DFT standard [26] defines the hardware
infrastructure for pre- and post-bond testing of multidie sys-
tems. The standard is die-centric, i.e. each die contains its own
DFT specification. When assembled, compliant dies form a
DFT network and all DFT elements are accessible via the I/O
of the first die in the assembly. Test data is expected to be
transmitted to the die under test via the shared serial path,
and any die on the stack can modify, divert, sniff or spoof the
test data. This allows attackers to perform reverse engineering
attacks from inside the 3DIC.

Overproduction, or overbuilding, is another way in which
an attacker can infringe IP in the foundry. In this case, the
attacker does not try to retrieve information about the design,
but rather uses the available layout masks to produce copies
of the IC and sell them illegally on the market. It is logical
to assume that the attacker would not apply the same quality
controls and tests to these overbuilt ICs. The presence of
counterfeit and inferior products on the market could there-
fore damage the reputation of the design company.

V. COUNTERMEASURES
In this Section, hardware and software S&T solutions for
3DICs against different attacker models are presented and
discussed. This work explores the S&T countermeasures in
the literature that are specific to 3DICs. The literature is rich
in studies analyzing the state of the art in SoC S&T [63]–
[65]. However, solutions purely geared towards SoC are not
included in this survey. Table 1 provides an overview of
the work examined in this overview. The countermeasures
presented in this Section are divided into three categories:
secure chiplet integration, HT detection, and prevention of
reverse engineering.

A. SECURE CHIPLET INTEGRATION
The development of methods for the secure integration of
commodity chiplets on 3DICs is a crucial step towards the
chiplet-based production chain that academics and industry
leaders foresee. In this context, chiplets are expected to be
assembled in a plug-and-play fashion. Therefore, S&T so-
lutions should aim at requiring little or no changes to the
original design. Three different solutions are presented in
this Section: Valamehr et al. proposes an optional security-
driven chiplet [66]; Sepulveda et al. proposes a secure 3D
Network on Chip (3DNoC) that could inspire chiplet-based
solutions [67]; Nabel et al. proposes an interposer-based RoT
for chiplet assembly [55].
In [66], Valamehr et al. argue in favor of using an ad-

ditional die to equip the computing hardware with security
functions. The proposed countermeasure intends to protect
the integrity of the computation from unintentional hard-
ware design flaws or malicious software. The approach is
supported by a conjunction of circuit-level primitives first
introduced in [73]. The circuits act as signal elevators and
allow tapping, disabling, rerouting, and overriding of the
signals of the computation die. The novelty of this approach is
that it allows the control plane to be completely optional with
only a few changes to the computation die. After the addition
of the interface circuitry, the computation die should work
with and without the security die. The proposed circuit-level
primitives offer a variety of potential applications to improve
security. The "disable" primitive can be used to isolate an
untrusted chiplet from a shared communication bus to protect
the exchange of sensitive data. Additionally, all primitives can
be used together to monitor the activities of the computation
layer in real time and effectively prevent the execution of
malicious software. This infrastructure could also be used
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FIGURE 4. Schematic representation of a digital circuit without (a) and with (b) a DFT full scan chain scheme.

TABLE 1. Overview of the works discussed in Section V.

Reference Threat Attacker Solution Comment

Valamehr et al. [66]
Unstrusted Chiplets
Malicious Software

Chiplet vendor
Attacker in the field Monitor die

Requires modification
on the monitored die

Sepulveda et al. [67] Untrusted IPs on 3DNoC IP vendor Execution monitor
Concept can be applied
on chiplet-based designs

Nabeel et al. [55] Untrusted Chiplets Chiplet vendor
Interposer execution

monitor
Large active interposers may

present poor manufacturing yield

Bilzor et al. [68] Hardware Trojan Foundry Monitor die
Concept can be applied

to monitor untrusted chiplets

Alhelaly et al. [54]
Hardware Trojan

(Trojan die) Assembly facility 3D Ring Oscillators
Requires coordination
between chiplet vendors

Slpsk et al. [69]
Hardware Trojan

Counterfeit Chiplets Assembly facility
Chiplet locking system

based on PUF
PUF signature may change

over time due to circuit aging.

Xie et al. [70] Reverse engineering Foundry 2.5D split manufacturing
Interposer must be

manufactured securely

Patnaik et al. [71] Reverse engineering Foundry 3D split manufacturing
Converts a 2D design to
a 3D design to protect IP.

Nigussie et al. [72] Reverse engineering Foundry
3D split manufacturing

Obfuscation
Converts a 2D design to
a 3D design to protect IP.

Slpsk et al. [69] Scan Chain Attack Testing facility
Scan locking
mechanism

Compliant with
IEEE 1838 DFT standard

to augment the computation layer with additional security
features. For example, a high-bandwidth cryptographic en-
gine could be implemented in the control layer to enhance
the functionality of the system. The major drawback of this
approach is that it requires the addition of TSV-based signal
elevators on the computation die. TSVs are large and adding
them to the designs may require additional P&R effort. This
solution would require coordination between die designers,
or a standard for the inclusion and positioning of the signal
elevators.

In [67] Sepulveda et al. present a secure TSV-based
3DNoC. The secure implementation aims to address various

threats related to the exchange of sensitive messages over a
shared infrastructure. The authors highlight signal modifica-
tion of data transmitted over TSVs and spying of messages
on the shared bus. The security mechanism relies on the
concept of hardware firewalls that create “security zones”
on the 3DIC. Within the security zones, the components are
considered trusted and can exchange information without
security checks. Otherwise, the transactions are encoded and
verified by the countermeasure components. This solution
enables flexible security, as the firewalls can be expanded or
contracted. The software can be mapped to the 3DNoC and
its security zones as required. Versions of the 3DNoC with
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different security levels are implemented. The overhead in
terms of area ranges between 2% and 12%, while the power
overhead is between 2% and 16%, and the latency overhead is
from 2% to 16%. The comparison is made against a 3DNoC
without the security features. The results suggest that mon-
itoring the exchange of data between untrusted components
in a 3DNoC is possible. A similar technique could be used in
a chiplet-based 3DNoC with a standard interconnection bus.
The concept of flexible firewalls could provide the necessary
flexibility to allow the best compromise between performance
and security depending on the application. However, the
authors do not consider chiplet-based implementations. The
same applies to other 3DNoC security countermeasures [74],
[75]. An overview of NoC security (including 3DNoC) can
be found at [76].

The idea of implementing security features directly in an
active interposer is explored in [55]. Nabel et al. implement
an active interposer to secure data exchange in the presence
of untrusted commodity chiplets. This work addresses the
following malicious behaviors: snooping, spoofing, modify-
ing, and diverting, which are part of the man-in-the-middle
attacker model [77], as well as unauthorized access and mod-
ification of shared memory. The authors assume that this
type of malicious behavior can be caused by intentional mali-
cious chiplets, HTs, or unintentional design flaws on chiplets.
The proposed design for the secure integration of untrusted
chiplets is based on two key paradigms: physical segrega-
tion of components and runtime monitoring of system-level
communication. The former is achieved by establishing a
bus interface between each component (untrusted chiplets
and security infrastructure) and the communication bus. Run-
time monitoring is achieved by using a transaction monitor.
Each allowed transaction must be explicitly registered in a
policy register. Thus, if a compromised chiplet attempts to
perform an unauthorized communication or an unauthorized
read/write operation in shared memory, the action is blocked
by the transaction monitor and the bus interface, protecting
the system from malicious behavior. All security counter-
measures are implemented directly on the active interposer.
This approach is consistent with the concept of using chiplets
as plug-and-play commodity. Logically, as the number of
policies to be monitored increases, the interposer becomes
more and more resource-hungry. The results show that dou-
bling the number of policies doubles the additional cost of
the interposer in terms of die area, power consumption, and
wire length. However, the critical delay grows linearly, indi-
cating good scalability in terms of performance. The authors
demonstrate that the solution is able to protect against the
proposed attacker model. The bus interface prevents chiplets
from illegally reading data from the bus. Runtime monitoring
of transactions between chiplets seems to be a promising
path towards secure chiplet integration. However, the need
to create a policy for each allowed transaction can become
a development bottleneck for complex systems. There are
also concerns about manufacturing yield for large active in-
terposers. The authors do not evaluate the level of activity of

the interposer and how this would affect yield.

B. HARDWARE TROJAN DETECTION
HT insertion is not a threat specific to 3DICs. However,
the decentralized production chain of 3DICs introduces new
entry points for attackers. Such malicious modifications may
not be completely preventable. Therefore, the development of
techniques to detect HTs is crucial. In this Section, hardware
solutions for detecting HT on 3DICs are presented and dis-
cussed: Bilzor proposes an additional die that can detect one
type of HT [68]; Alhelaly et al. proposes different techniques
for detecting a trojan die in a stack [54]; Slpsk et al. proposes
the use of Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) to detect
malicious modifications [69].
In one of the first published works on the subject of ad-

vanced packaging S&T, Bilzor [68] proposes to extend the
S&T features of a design by stacking an optional S&T die.
The proposed solution consists of an execution monitor that
checks the integrity of the computation die execution. It is
designed to protect the control flow logic of the processor
from physical tampering. Each transition of the processor’s
finite state machine (FSM) and each change in the processor’s
signal set is checked against a previously built lookup ta-
ble. An unauthorized state transition or an unexpected signal
change in a given state triggers a violation flag. One of the
advantages of working with chiplets is the extension of the
functionality of a design by stacking an optional chipplet.
This paper lacks a consideration of the feasibility of the
proposed solution in a plug-and-play fashion. It also lacks a
demonstration of the solution in a complex system.
A particular type of HT that only affects 3DICs is a trojan

die on a chiplet stack. An untrusted assembly facility could
insert a trojan die on a stack, just as a trojan chip can be in-
serted on a PCB. In [54], Alhelaly et al. explore the use of a 3D
ring oscillator to reliably detect the additional delay caused
by a trojan die on the 3D stack. The different approaches
investigated are shown in Figure 5.
The first proposed method consists of n - 1 ring oscillators,

where n is the number of dies in the stack. The first ring
oscillator measures the delay from die 1 to die 2, the second
from die 1 to die 3 and the last from die 1 to die n. Fig 5 (a)
illustrates this approach in a trojan-free 3DIC and Fig 5 (b)
shows the scheme in the presence of an HT. This technique
prevents the confusion of a faulty TSV in one of the ring
oscillators with a trojan die. It also allows the detection of the
location of the trojan die. In addition, this approach has the
advantage that all ring oscillator tests can be controlled by
the base die. However, a major disadvantage of this method
is the necessity of coordination from designers of the chiplets
whomust provide suitable ring oscillator connections on each
die.
As an alternative, the authors also propose the use of

smaller ring oscillators that include fewer dies in the stack.
The first ring oscillator measures the delay from die 1 to 2,
the second from die 2 to 3 and the last from die n -1 to n.
In this way, less coordination is required on the part of the
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chiplet designers to make room for the test TSVs and the ring
oscillator components. The scheme is illustrated in Fig 5 (c)
in the absence of an HT, and in Fig 5 (d) with a trojan die 2
and 3. This approach reduces the coordination effort between
the designers of each die. In addition, the components of the
ROs are distributed on different dies, instead of placing all
components on the bottom die.

The authors also discuss the possibility of including multi-
ple TSVs for a single 3D ring oscillator between two dies as
shown in Fig 5 (a) without HT and (b) with a trojan die. This
test structure is explored in order to deal with the case where
the attacker tries to hide the delay introduced by a trojan die by
changing the physical properties of the TSVs. By reducing the
latency of the TSV (which is often designed pessimistically
to maintain yield), an attacker could insert a trojan die with
little impact on delay, making it indistinguishable from ran-
dom process variations. However, when multiple TSVs are
inserted into the same ring oscillator, the impact on delay
increases, making the presence of a trojan die evident.

This approach has proven to be efficient. The results show
that the proposed test structure can reliably detect the pres-
ence of a trojan die even in the presence of random process
variations of up to 10%. However, it depends on each die
of the stack having the appropriate infrastructure. For an in-
house design, this should be feasible. However, it is difficult
to imagine it becoming a standard feature on chiplets as it
requires coordination between different designers.

As part of an extensive asset management infrastructure,
Slpsk et al. [69] presented a S&T solution against piracy
and counterfeiting attacks 1 during assembly. The solution
takes into account that the untrusted assembler can insert,
modify, or replace chiplets in the original design. The solution
also includes features to protect against reverse engineering
attacks during testing (see Section IV-B).

During the pre-bond test, a boundary-scan PUF [78] chal-
lenge vector is applied for each IP of the die. The signature
of all IPs composes the signature of the layer. The signature
of all layers compose the signature of the 3DIC. The 3DIC
signature is used to encrypt all security metadata used to
unlock the individual chiplets after assembly. A malicious
modification during integration could potentially disrupt the
boundary-scan path. In this case, the PUF signature would
change, and it would not be possible to decrypt the chiplets’
unlocking metadata.

The PUF solution implemented in this work can generate
a unique and collision-resistant signature with low overhead.
However, the reliability of PUFs over a long period of time
still needs to be demonstrated. A common concern with this
type of solution is that the signaturemay change over time due
to circuit degradation. Furthermore, it is not clear whether a
malicious modification to the original circuit actually disrupts
the PUF signature, since the signature takes into account only
the paths between the flip-flops of the boundary-scan chain.

1Although piracy and counterfeiting may sometimes refer to IP theft
through overproduction, in this case, the authors refers to the replacement
or modification of the original design.

C. REVERSE ENGINEERING PREVENTION
As discussed in Section IV, 3DICs inherit some vulnera-
bilities from traditional SoCs, including risks such as HT
insertion and IP theft. However, as outlined in Section II,
the manufacture of the chiplet itself is no different from the
manufacture of a traditional 2D SoC, apart from its size,
which is expected to be smaller. Therefore, IP protection and
HT prevention solutions for 2D SoCs should also be con-
sidered for the secure manufacturing of chiplets. Mitigation
techniques against both threats assume that it is necessary to
understand the design in order to steal IP information or in-
sert meaningful HT. Solutions to prevent reverse engineering
therefore include split manufacturing [79], circuit obfuscation
[80], and logic locking [81].
3D integration technology can be used to prevent reverse

engineering and thus protect against HT insertions and IP
theft. There are several papers in the literature that explore
the concept of converting a 2D SoC design into a 3DIC
design to prevent reverse engineering during manufacturing.
All work assumes that the foundry or foundries commissioned
to perform the FEOL processes are not trustworthy. However,
the BEOL and assembly processes normally need to be per-
formed in a trusted environment. The following approaches
have been recently proposed: the 2.5D split manufacturing
method proposed by Xie et al. [70]; The two different 3D
split manufacturing method proposed by Patnaik et al. [71]
and Nigussie et al. [72]; the IEEE 1838-compliant scan chain
locking method proposed by Slpsk et al. [69].
In [70], Xie et al. propose a security-aware 2.5D split man-

ufacturing methodology. The approach consists of dividing
the design into two chiplets that can be manufactured by an
untrusted foundry. The novelty of this approach is to mount
the chiplets on an interposer. The authors assume that an
attacker would use a proximity attack [82] and a Boolean
satisfiability problem attack (SAT attack) [83] to derive the
interposer connection between the chiplets, and thus expose
the operation of the entire system. Therefore, the authors
propose methods to divide the elements of the original design
into two groups such a way that would difficult SAT attacks
the most and to place the design elements on each chiplet in
such a way that would difficult proximity attacks the most.
Patnaik et al. [71] and Nigussie et al. [72] take a simi-

lar approach by partitioning the design into two dies, and
stacking the dies in a 3DIC with obfuscated interconnects.
In addition to the partitioning method, [71] proposes to use
randomly placed F2F vias and obfuscated switchboxes on
the interconnection layer. While [72] also proposes to apply
different obfuscation techniques such as function and lookup
table obfuscation or inserting redundant logic according to the
best practices of the literature [84]–[87]. This ad hoc approach
to the obfuscation technique makes it possible to optimize
the proposed procedure for each application. However, it also
makes the presented results less generalizable.
Finally, we would like to highlight the solution presented

in [69] for reverse engineering by preventing scan chain
attacks. Slpsk et al. implemented the scan chain protection
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FIGURE 5. Three trojan detection methods using ROs. (a), (c), and (e) shows the respective approach without a trojan die; (b), (d) and (f) shows the
respective approach with a trojan die on the stack; Image adapted from [54]

mechanism first presented in [88]. The solution consists of
feeding the output of N scan flip-flops to a pattern matching
block (PMB). To unlock the output of the scan chain, you
need to push a bitstream through the scan chain that contains
theM unlock patterns required by the PMB.Without knowing
information about the selected scan flip-flops or the PMB, it
is virtually impossible to guess the M unlock vectors of size
N. If an attacker were to try to provide random test vectors,
the probability of guessing the one key of length N would be
1/2N . Since there are M keys, the probability would drop to
1/2N∗M . The novelty of [69] is that it is compliant with the
IEEE 1838 DFT standard for 3DICs.

VI. DISCUSSION
There are many benefits in building chips with chiplets.
The chip-based approach will gain popularity with the pop-
ularisation of 2.5D and 3D heterogeneous integration. This
will create many commercial opportunities that will lead to
a chiplet market. The commercialization of chiplets would
reduce manufacturing costs and time-to-market in the same
way that the commercialization of IP for 2D SoCs has done.
This scenario creates an incentive for attackers to attempt
to infect the market with malicious chiplets, necessitating
techniques for secure chiplet integration. For example, in
[55], the authors implement an interesting proof of concept
where chiplets are integrated into an AHB-Lite bus, along
with hardware S&T countermeasures against possible mis-
behaviour of chiplets. Implementing S&T features, such as
transaction monitoring, on an active interposer seems to be
the best approach for secure chiplet integration. There are
also other approaches, such as extending the functionality of
the design by adding a control die. However, it is not yet
clear how to do this in a plug-and-play fashion. In addition,
progress has recently been made in the standardization of
chiplet interconnects, with the Universal Chiplet Interconnect
Express (UCIe) [89] emerging as the best option. Hardware
S&T countermeasures for chiplets integration should aim to
be compliant with the UCIe specification, but as far as we
know, there is no such work in the literature.

HT is a threat that affects both 2D and 3D ICs. However,
the 3D paradigm allows for scenarios where there aremultiple
entry points for attackers. One can easily imagine a scenario
where a fabless design house designs a 3DIC using differ-
ent dies manufactured by different foundries. By taking the

precautionary approach of assuming that no system is 100%
secure, HT detection mechanisms should be at 3DIC design-
ers’ disposal. From the literature, it appears that the most ap-
propriate approach is to add hardware infrastructure that can
change its behavior in the presence of such inclusions, such as
PUFs and ring oscillators. The solutions presented in Section
V-B rely on signal propagation timing to detect the presence
of HTs. Although the work has efficiently demonstrated their
solutions, their reliability over long periods of time has yet to
be demonstrated, especially for PUFs.
HT prevention techniques are also needed to mitigate the

efforts of bad actors in untrusted foundries. Design obfus-
cation through split manufacturing is a technique that has
been efficiently explored in the HT prevention literature.
It is based on the idea that it is necessary to understand
the system in order to insert meaningful HT. [71] proposes
flows to partition the design such that design obfuscation is
achieved while keeping the overhead reasonable. However,
this work suffers from the lack of EDA tools that support
non-2D designs, which requires the development of a flow
that utilises conventional EDA tools. Adequate support from
EDA tools is important to achieve scalability, especially for
S&T features that are often considered optional.
3DICs not only have a production chain that is more prone

to HT insertion, but also more places to hide a HT. The
interposer on 2.5DICs and the TSVs on 3DICs can hide the
trigger or payload of an HT. To the best of our knowledge,
solutions to this type of threat have not yet been published.
IP protection is also critical to the viability of the chiplet

ecosystem under discussion. IP theft is not a problem exclu-
sive to 3DICs, but may have different implications in this
context. An attacker may be more interested in stealing a
commodity chiplet that can be easily sold on the open market
than a complete end product that may be easier to trace or
already have an internal S&T function implemented. The grey
market for ICs is already an ongoing concern for product qual-
ity. Grey market suppliers sell returned, obsolete, defective
or counterfeit units. In fact, studies suggest that the market
for counterfeit ICs is worth over 75 billion dollars worldwide
[90]. As the IC production chain becomes decentralised and
the chiplet market evolves, this issue will only grow [91].
Furthermore, in times of high demand, OEMs may relax
their quality control procedures or S&T constraints to avoid
losing market share. They could end up relying on inferior
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components from the grey market.
As discussed in Section IV, the threats of HT insertion

and IP theft overlap in many ways. Therefore, solutions for
one threat may also be applicable to the other, as the litera-
ture indicates that the threat model for both threats involves
the attacker gaining privileged information about the system
through some sort of reverse engineering technique. Design
obfuscation through split manufacturing has been explored
to prevent untrusted foundries from retrieving design secrets.
The concept is analogous toHT prevention, where researchers
try to find the best technique to split the system into multiple
dies and obfuscate the connection between the dies. It could
be observed that both [70], [72] had to construct a 2.5D and
a 3D split manufacturing flow using 2D EDA tools. The
researchers will need to extend their work to leverage 3D-
specific EDA tools once they become widely available.

Secure testing of 2.5DICs and 3DICs is amissingmilestone
towards the popularization of such designs. 3DICs must be
tested pre- and post-bond, adding one testing phase to the
traditional SoC testing scheme. This provides more opportu-
nities for an attacker. In addition, untrusted chiplets or HTs
could go undetected during testing, which could lead to theft
of test information. The IEEE 1838 DFT standard defines
the test infrastructure required for testing 3DICs. However,
it does not specify any security protocols. The authors in
[69] implement a simple but efficient scan chain locking
technique. However, a secure implementation of the IEEE
1838 infrastructure has not yet been published.

There is a lack of methods for secure communication be-
tween the chiplet and the outside of the 3DIC. In a stack, the
only communication path with the chiplet may be a shared
interposer or DFT network. Thus, any confidential commu-
nication directed to the chiplet is exposed to the other com-
ponents of the design. Such an infrastructure could be used
to avoid overproduction of chiplets. A chiplet could require
an activation key that is transmitted from the IP owner to
the chiplet via the secure communication mechanism. Indeed,
the overproduction of 3DICs is an issue that still needs to
be explored. Foundries could overproduce chiplets to sell
them illegally on the grey market. Techniques to prevent this
type of IP theft may include logic locking of chiplets and
authentication of users during the test phase or even after
deployment in the field.

Finally, this work has not addressed the problem of side
channels, fault injection, and other physical attacks. However,
3DICs can also provide opportunities as the stacked structure
can be more resilient to these types of threats [92]–[96].

VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced the different types of 3DICs and
the specifics of their manufacturing processes and supply
chains.We also show how vulnerable the 3D supply chain can
be to various threats. We divide these threats into two main
categories: against the integrity of the system and against
intellectual property. The first category includes untrusted
chiplets and HTs. The second category includes theft of

IP during manufacturing, integration, and testing. We also
present and discuss the state-of-the-art hardware and software
countermeasures against various threat models. We come to
the following conclusions:

• Additional dies can be assembled on a 3DIC to provide
optional S&T features, but it is not known how this can
be done in a plug-and-play fashion.

• An active interposer with integrated S&T features may
be the best approach for secure chiplet integration.

• HT detection solutions rely on techniques that may be-
come unreliable as the chip ages.

• HT insertion and IP theft can be mitigated by preventing
reverse engineering attacks.

• Design obfuscation through 3D split manufacturing can
be used to secure a 2D SoC design by converting it into
a 3DIC.

• There is an opportunity for the development of hard-
ware infrastructures for secure chiplet integration that
are compliant with the emerging UCIe standard.

• There is a need for a secure post-bond test procedure that
is compliant with the IEEE 1838 DFT standard.

• There is a research gap in secure communication mech-
anisms with a chiplet on a stack.

We have shown that there are multiple entry points for
attackers in the 3DIC production chain. Many papers have
been published that extend the understanding of the know-
how to build trustworthy chiplet-based systems, but various
proposed solutions are still far from industrial application.
The actual 3DIC production is mainly vertical. Companies
assemble their own chiplets in 2.5D and 3D. Therefore, many
topics related to the multidie system S&T still need to be
explored. However, initiatives such as DARPA and the col-
laboration between OCP and JEDEC form the basis for the
expectation that a chiplet-based production chain will form.
We expect significant growth in the 3DIC hardware S&Tfield
as chiplet-based systems enter the market.
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